
12th ANNUAL 
AUCTION & BANQUET

August 27th, 2011
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bill Moore  -  Don Munford  -  Earl Cannon  -  Michael Nolting

Walter Coleman  -  Joel LeMaster  -  Jenneth Poirier
OFFICERS

President:  Jim Lightsey  -  Vice-President:  Glenn Danuser 
 Secretary:  Sue Ann Loesch  -  Treasurer:  Jamie Coleman

EVENING OF EVENTS
 4:00 Doors Open, Cash Bar, 
  Auction Preview,
  Social Hour,
  Silent Auction and 
  Raffles Open

 6:00 Dinner

 7:00 Live Auction Begins, Silent  
  Auction and Raffles Close

TICKET INFORMATION
Single Advance Dinner ---$25

($35 at door)

Corporate Table --- $250
(Reserved table for 8 and 1 chance 

for mystery prize) 

Auctioneers
John Smart (573) 676-5420

John Payne Harrison (573) 386-5150
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FOR ALL YOUR
AGRICULTURAL NEEDS

Feed • Seed • Fertilizer
Ag. Chem & Livestock Equipment

573-642-6108
99 E. St. Eunice Rd. • Fulton



Holiday Inn Express
2205 Cardinal Drive

Fulton, MO 65251
(573) 642-2600

Walter Coleman
Banquet Chairman

Home (573) 386-2810
Cell (573) 220-1758

wcoleman@cmcsci.com

Location and Lodging

Directions
Saint Peter Fulton is located off Route Z 
Hwy. Exit Hwy 54 onto Business Hwy. 54 
(first exit from Kingdom City South). Then 
turn left on Hwy Z, school gym will be on 
your right a few blocks down.

Holiday Inn Express Fulton is located off 
Hwy 54 at the Route HH overpass.

Price
$89.50 including taxes and

 hot breakfast

Methods of Payment
The Central Missouri Chapter will accept 

cash, personal checks, Discover, 
MasterCard,  and Visa.

All sales are final, and all merchandise 
must be paid for  and removed 

the evening of the banquet.
Copyrighted material may NOT be 

reproduced in any form without
 prior permission.

Saint Peter Catholic
Church & School

700 Hwy Z
Fulton, MO 65251

(573) 642-2839
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TICKETS & INFORMATION



SCI MISSION STATEMENT
To protect and preserve our hunting heritage through wildlife conservation, education, legislative and  
humanitarian efforts.

SCI HUNTERS CODE OF ETHICS
Recognizing my responsibilities to wildlife, habitat and future generations I pledge:
 To conduct myself in the field so as to make a positive contribution to wildlife and ecosystem.
 To improve my skills as a woodsman and marksman to ensure humane harvesting of wildlife.
 To comply with all game laws, in the sipirit of Fair Chase, and to influence companions accordingly.
 To accept my responsibility to provide all possible assistance to game law enforcement officers.
 To waste no opportunity to teach young people the full meaning of this code of ethics.
 To reflect in word and behavior only credit upon the fraternity of sportsmen, and to demonstrate 
 abiding respect of game, habitat and property where I am privileged to hunt.

SCI OVERVIEW
 Founded in 1971 by  C.J.  McElroy,  Safari  Club  International (SCI)  soon  evolved into a world-wide  
organization that promotes wildlife conservation and education, provides services for people in need, and 
functions as an advocate for hunters and hunting.  Almost 53,000 members in 85 countries, and over 188 
chapters in 22 countries empower SCI’s mission around the globe.  In 2000, SCI was reorganized into two 
separate entities.  The Safari Club International Foundation was formed as a non-profit charitable organization 
under 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue  Service (IRS) Code and  Safari Club International was formed as a 
non-profit social advocacy organization under 501(c)(3) of the IRS Code.

In the past 12 years, the Central Missouri Chapter accomplished amazing things:
SCI 2001 “Rookie” Chapter of the Year•	
SCI 2002 “Top Gun” Chapter of the year•	
Fulfilled wishes of 23 kids battling life-threatening illnesses with hunting and fishing trips•	
Paid for one young man to attend a camp for kids with diabetes•	
Conducted over 126 hunter safety classes•	
Recognized in 2004 by the Missouri Senate•	
Reached thousands of people on hunting rights, conservation, and SCI goals and objectives through•	

 the use of the Sensory Safari Trailer
Hosted two bone marrow drives•	
Provided 200,000 pounds of venison to various charities•	
Conducted our first Inner City Youth Hunt•	
Have had numerous newspaper articles and radio spots touting our accomplishments•	
We have even been on national television!•	

 This has all been made possible by the generous donations of various businesses, charitable organizations, 
outfitters, members of the Central Missouri Chapter and Foundation of SCI, and you.  Thank you for attending 
this Auction and Banquet; it helps provide funding for all of the above.

CENTRAL MISSOURI CHAPTER COMMITTEES
Central Missouri Chapter
 The Central Missouri Chapter of SCI was created in 1999 to promote, educate and conserve the traditions 
of hunting.  The founding members believed in the ideals and ethics proposed by SCI and wanted to be a part 
of such a wonderful organization.  There were 25 charter members who made this dream become a reality.  The 
members decided they wanted to make a difference in the lives of Missourians and others around the United 
States.  So, they took on four charitable projects:  Safari Wish, Sensory Safari, Sportsmen Against Hunger, and 
Hunter Education.
 Hunter Education classes are provided free of charge four times a year.  Having safe and ethical hunters is the 
key to safeguarding our rights in the future.

Hunter Safety Coordinator:
  Don Munford
  munford@cmcsci.com
  (573) 338-5203
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Sensory Safari is a 19-foot, handicapped accessible trailer with over 50 mounts from throughout the world. The 
trailer has been to well over 500 different locations and has been toured by thousands of people.  Our members 
have taken the trailer to the national FFA convention, Lewis and Clark Days, the Whiteman AFB Show, hunting/
sporting events and many schools in past years.  It is a big hit and in constant demand.  To schedule the trailer for 
your event, contact John Davis.

Sensory Safari Coordinator:
  John Davis
  sensorysafari@cmcsci.com
  (573) 635-3695

Sportsmen Against Hunger is a program designed to help feed Missouri’s needy.  Hunters who wish to donate 
venison after a successful deer hunt can donate the meat to one of our participating processors, and the Chapter 
along with the Conservation Federation of Missouri picks up the tab for whole deer donations.  In the past 10 
years we have donated near 172,000 pounds of venison to charities in Mid-Missouri.  If we could get Mid-Missouri 
hunters who do not donate whole deer to donate just FIVE pounds of venison each, we could raise many more 
pounds of food!

Sportsmen Against Hunger Coordinator:
  Earl Cannon
  cannon@cmcsci.com
  (573) 636-4292

Safari Wish is designed to fulfill the wishes of kids battling life-threatening illnesses by taking them hunting 
and fishing.  The taxidermy work is included.  To see the smile on the kids faces and the joy of their parents is 
something to behold!  We are looking for 2 or 3 kids to grant wishes to.  If you know anyone, please contact Bill 
Moore.

Safari Wish Coordinator:
  Bill Moore
  bmoore@cmcsci.com  
  (573) 642-0102
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Proudly supporting the
Central Missouri Chapter 

of
Safari Club International

NRA
Round-Up

When you need hunting gear,
ammunition, reloading components

or gunsmithing tools,
think MidwayUSA.

JUST ABOUT EVERYTHINGSM

for Shooting, Reloading,
Gunsmithing and Hunting



Shotgun Shell handgun Raffle

Choice of the 3

Kel-Tec Model P32GN
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Ruger LCP

Glock Model 27  40 Cal



CaSh Raffle

$1,000 Cash
Thank you to the following businesses for their Cash Raffle contributions.

North Side 
Liquor & Tobacco
573-642-3540

The Only Drive Up 
Liquor & Tobacco Store
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Ground Source Heating and Cooling 
www.geocomfort.com

Offered by :

HORNBUCKLE 
Heating & Cooling

Plumbing
205 South Bluff - Fulton, MO 65251

Zack Hornbuckle   Phone (573) 642-8549

MO-CON, INC OF FULTON
Ready-Mix Concrete
950 Gaylord Drive

P.O. Box 518
Fulton, Missouri 65251

“SERVING CALLAWAY COUNTY SINCE 1955”

 573-642-2241 Plant Dennis J. Adrian, President
	 573-642-2242	Office	 Vance	Long,	Dispatcher
	 1-800-492-2241	 Brenda	Hickman,	Office	Manager
 mocon1@sbcglobal.net



1.  Ham by Russellville Locker
100% Donation!  The Russellville Locker has once again donated 
one of their delicious cured hams.  They have been in business for 62 
years at Russellville, MO and their cured meats have taken numerous 
county and State Fair awards over the years.  The business has 
participated in the Chapter’s Sportsmen Against Hunger program 
for the 12 years the chapter has existed and have participated in 
the State Share the Harvest Program for 18 years, processing many 
thousands of pounds of venison annually for needy people in central 

Missouri.  Donated by Russellville Locker, Russellville, MO
Phone: (573)782-4613
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2.  25% off any desired hunt 
at Whitetail Dreams

This gift certificate is for 25% off of any hunt 
available at Whitetail Dreams which is a 1,000 acre 
ranch in the heart of central Missouri.  The rolling 
hills and beautifully rugged terrain provide one of 
the most enjoyable and exciting high-fenced fair 
chase hunts offered in North America.  Weapon can 
be a pistol, rifle, muzzleloader, or archery.  Hunt 
can be taken in 2011 or 2012.  For more information 
visit them on the web at www.whitetaildreams.net 

or call Sam at (573) 590-1459

  

Manager 
Matt Riddell 

1420 CR 276 
Columbia MIssouri 65202 

Phone & Fax: 573-387-4747 
E-mail: shooting@prairiegroveshotgunsports.com 
         www.prairiegroveshotgunsports.com Skeet, Trap, Sporting Clays,  

5-Stand, & Tower Shooting 

 Western English

MIKE’S CUSTOM LEATHER
Custom Made

Saddles, Tack, Boots
573-544-7235

mikescustomleather@hotmail.com

  Quality Repair
 1901 CR245 Saddles, Tack
 Kingdom City, MO 65262 Shoes & Boots



3.  Set of Two Grand River Lodge™ 
Two-Antler Whitetail Table Lamp

By using shed natural antlers as the guide, the replicas used for 
our Two-Antler Whitetail Lamp are meticulously hand-cast using 
a high-quality resin, then hand-stained and hand-rubbed for a 
realistic look. The three-way, twist-switch lamp provides the 
perfect amount of light for a den or bedside table. The warm light 
cast from this lamp penetrates through a handmade, faux-suede 
shade built around a steel skeleton. The inside of this oversized 
shade is lined with pongee. Shade stands 13”H and has a 6” top 

diameter and 18” bottom diameter. Max. 100 watts.

4.  Large Natural Custom Fur Bear 
100% Donation! This is a custom made Bear made from beaver.

Donated by K&D Enterprises, Kenneth Cook 
Phone: (660) 458-6496  email: kgcook@iland.net
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5.  Turkey Hunt in Northern
Missouri

100% Donation!  Nathan Askew with Bullet Safaris is donating a 3 day unguided turkey hunt in
Northern Missouri in the Kirksville area.  No lodging or meals provided. Contact Jim Lightsey at
(314) 378-1996 or jimlightsey@hughes.net for more information.



6.  Sniper Pro Signature Edition
Digital Flash Scouting Camera

The  STC-1850  Sniper  Pro  Signature  Edition Digital Flash 
Scouting Camera is Stealth Cam’s first 8MP resolution camera. 
With it you’ll see detailed, ultra clear still images. Choose from 
3 photo resolution settings including 1.3MP, 3MP, or 8MP to 
maximize file or storage settings and burst mode to shoot 1-9 
images per triggering. The unit features programmable VGA color 
video for daytime viewing.
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7.  Moultrie ATV Spreader
This spreader is designed for planting and fertilizing 

food plots around your hunting property. The frame has 
a load capacity of up to 50 lbs. Built-in quick-release system 

for fast and easy detaching of spreader bucket. Convenient 
shut-off gate. Universal mounting brackets. Power is 
supplied through alligator clips to the battery.

8.  Cabela’s Commercial-Grade Electric Grinders
Make efficient and easy work of all your grinding with our premium grinders. 
We’ve improved our existing designs by adding stainless steel necks, screws, 
plates and blades. And just like the butcher shop’s model, these are built to handle 
large quantities of meat for years to come. Heavy-duty air-cooled motors are 

housed in stainless steel and sit atop stainless steel bases for corrosion-free 
use and easy cleanup. Our motors include internal circuit breakers that are and 

independently tested to ensure their performance exceeds expectations for the 
highest quality and safety standards. Motors are permanently lubricated for trouble-

free use. Oval meat trays eliminate hard-to-reach corners for trouble-free loading. The 1hp, 1-1/2hp and 
1-3/4hp models have forward and reverse gears. The 1/2hp, 3/4hp, 1hp, and 1-1/2hp grinders include 
stainless steel fine (4.5mm) and medium (7mm) grinding plates. The 1-3/4hp grinder includes medium 
(7mm) and course (10mm) grinding plates. All include four sausage-stuffing funnels and a meat-pushing 
stomper. Necks, blades and grinding plates are dishwasher safe. All grinders are compatible with our 
optional grinder attachments.
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9.  One SCI Life Spousal 
Membership

This is for 1 spousal lifetime membership to 
Safari Club International. 

10.  Sharptail Grouse Hunt in North Dakota
100% Donation!  Three days of Sharptail Grouse hunting in North Dakota for 2 hunters.  
Trip includes food, lodging, dogs, and transportation upon arrival.  Trip to be taken in 
September 2012, as this month is the best for grouse hunting.  
Will need to check with North Dakota Fish and Game for 
2012 season dates.  Not included: transportation to/from 
Minot, ND, out of state hunting license, shotgun/shells.
Wayne Tuttle, 2220 63rd Street NW, Minot, ND 58703 
Phone: (701) 852-8268.  Wayne is a friend to SCI, he is not 
a guide service.



11.  Outdoor Cedar Bench
The natural beauty of hand-selected cedar is coupled with 
an artfully crafted, powder-coated, bronzed, iron-cast 
inset. It gives this fine outdoor furniture a distinctive and 
enduring charm. Cedar has a natural tendency to crack 
and split over time, making each piece unique, yet it will 
remain weather-resistant and structurally sound for years. 
The bench has contoured seating for an extra measure of 
comfort. 

Wright
BROTHERS STORE INC.

Calwood, MO
Crossroads of the World

Established 1916 

12.  Primos® The Scout™
Chair Blinds

Set up this portable blind in seconds, sit back in the deluxe fold-up 
chair with backrest and hunt in secluded comfort. Spring steel design 
pops up the blind in a flash. Versatile Matrix® camo pattern on the 
durable polyester shell fabric blends in with hunting terrain. Phantom 
Pro® black liner keeps interior movements concealed. Open up the 
zippered entrance for easy access. Windows and large front-opening 
shoot-through mesh increase shooting visibility. Silent, quick-release 
interior windows on each side. Two interior gear pockets hold calls 
and extra shells. Carry case with attached backpack straps simplifies 
transport.
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13.  Mule Deer Hunt
100% Donation!  The family of North Mountain Hunting Camp 
offer this 5-day Mule Deer hunt for 1 hunter in Redvale, CO in 
2012.  They have been long time supporters and a large number 
of our members have hunted successfully with them in the past.  
The hunt includes: lodging, food and is semi-guided.  Not included 
is:  transportation to/from Colorado, license or taxidermy.  In 
addition, they have included the option of hunting Elk and Bear 
at no additional cost other then purchasing the appropriate 
license.  Mule Deer is on a draw basis but this area has high 
draw rate.  Will need to check with Colorado Department of 
Conservation for 2012 season and Mule Deer application procedures (Unit 70, Southwest County).  
Additional days may be added.  You may contact Ash on what if anything they will charge.  Additional 
hunters may be added for $2,000 pp.  Donated by:  Ash Griffith, North Mountain Hunting Camp, Basin 
Route, Redvale, CO 81431  Phone: (573) 544-4777. Value $2,000
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14.  Cabela’s Standard Whitetail
3-D Target

Crafted  with head-turning,  realistic  detail,  this is one of the 
finest 3-D targets you’ll find at this price. Made of dense, flexible, 

self-closing foam, it’s geared toward the serious backyard shooter 
looking for realistic practice at an economical price. It is able to soak 
up hit after hit from virtually any bow and arrow combination; it will 
even stop small-diameter, fast-flying carbon arrows. This target has 
removable antlers and replaceable IBO-marked scoring vital sections. 
Legs assemble and disassemble with simple twist-lock mechanism. 

Target boasts a full-body pose with amazingly lifelike features.

North Side
Liquor & Tobacco

573-642-3540

The Only Drive Up Liquor & Tobacco Store
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16.  Kids’ Recliner
You know how much it means to your kids to join you for a rewarding day 
hunting or fishing. So just think how they’ll enjoy settling in for a siesta 
beside you in a recliner just like your own favorite furniture. And it’s 
made just like yours, with a tough hardwood frame and durable cotton 
twill fabric covering for kid-resistant wear. Cushions are filled with a 
fire-retardant polyfill for a little extra peace of mind, and a blown-fiber 
back ensuring your kids will stay comfortable while seated or napping. 
Made in USA.
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17.  Quilt “Into Africa”
100% donation of a beautiful machine quilted queen size 

quilt, “Into Africa”.  An added treasure to anyone’s home. 
Donated by Mrs. Pat Moore of Florissant, MO; a loyal 

supporter of our club for many years.

15. Cabela’s FS-150 Slicer/Digital Scale Combo
Slice your meats, cheeses and other foods to desired thickness and then weigh the portions 
with this money-saving, professional quality combination. The powerful 150-watt motor on the 
slicer cuts meat into thicknesses that range from super-thin 1/32” to more than 1” effortlessly. 
Its easy-to-read thickness control teams with a convenient, gravity-fed tilted stand to deliver 

consistent cuts with each pass. The removable, German-made 7-1/2”-diameter 
Solingen stainless steel blade is easy to clean. The feeder and pusher easy to 
remove for cleaning. A die-cast aluminum housing ensures years of service. 

There’s also a dual safety switch to prevent accidental start-up. The 
slicer weighs 13 lbs., measures 18”L x 13”W x 12”H and has a limited 

one-year manufacturer’s warranty. An easy-to-read, backlit 
display makes weighing any food portion a snap with the 

precision stainless steel digital scale. 6.6-lb. capacity.



18.  Missouri Whitetail Deer, 
Red Stag, or Rocky Mountain 

Elk Hunt
This hunt is a $2,000 credit on trophy fees for a 
whitetail deer, red stag and rock mountain elk from 
Heartland Wild Life.  Hunt to be taken in the fall of 
2012, September – December.  It is a 3 day, 3 night 
guided hunt with accommodations included as a private 
room, private bath, all meals, snacks and beverages with possible upgrade.  Observer cost is 
$250 per day. Donated by Heartland Wildlife Ranches, 18503 State Highway VV, Ethel, MO, 

Kim Souther, Phone: 660-486-3215,  email: kim@heartland-wildlife.com
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19.  Big Game Triumph™ Tripod
Get way up off the ground with this 16-ft. tripod and see deer others are 
missing. Its height helps to dissipate and keep your scent off the ground. 
The heavy steel construction is enhanced by included stakes for Rock 
Solid™ stability. Tripod features a spacious 32” square-foot platform. The 
seat is 22” W x 13” L , rotates 360° and has Flex Core™ Seat Technology. It 
combines a layer of foam sandwiched between fabric supported by a bungee 
material for supreme comfort. The seat is 18’’ high. Add to that an ample 
14” W x 8” H x 2” D backrest cushion and you’ll be able to stay on stand for 
hours. Padded armrests for added comfort. Tested to TMA standards with 
a 300 lbs. weight capacity.

20.  Cabela’s Seclusion 3D® High-Back 
Office Chair

This height-adjustable chair extends to an impressive 45” high for all-day 
comfort and support. It’s upholstered with black microfiber and Seclusion 3D 
camo. Padded, height-adjustable armrests. Adjustable swivel/tilt mechanism 
with lockout. 100/195/30mm stroke gas lift with three-tier telescoping 
cover. Heavy-duty nylon base with dual casters. 
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21.  CANNON GUN SAFE, TS6040, 60 IN. H
The Cannon Gun Safe is a full-featured safe offering trademark Cannon quality, 
security and good looks. With solid fire protection, rugged construction and a wide 
variety of features, the Cannon Gun Safe is the ultimate value for storing your prized 
possessions. Safes are finished in a durable hammer-tone paint.

22.  Wildlife Creations 
Gift Certificate

Gift certificate for $250 towards taxidermy work on your next trophy.  
Donated by Larry Dotson of Wildlife Creations,

6633 Miranda Loop, Fulton, MO 65251
Phone: (573) 642-6401

BUSY CORNER CAFE

Our promise... Honest to good food and 
friendly service to the community
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23.  Arizona Coues Whitetail or 
Desert Mule Deer Hunt

100% donation for a 5 day fully outfitted Coues Whitetail Deer 
or Desert Mule Deer hunt (2x1, rifle or archery) at Borderland 
Adventures in Southern Arizona.  Arizona hunting license and 

tag ($384) required with a 95% draw odds on 
rifle permits and over the counter on archery, Borderland will assist with.  A 
second hunt must be purchased at the amount of $2,400 from this hunter or 
another hunter. Observer can accompany at $200 per day per person.  Can be in 
2011–2012. Included are pickup to and from Tucson, AZ airport, trophy field 
dressing and prep, accommodations of wall tent and all food.  Not included are 
shipping of trophies and alcohol.  Donated by Matt Woodward at Borderland 
Adventures; www.borderlandadventures.com; matt@borderlandadventures.com; 
(520) 820-4728.   Value $2,800

Adil & Tim
Managers

208 St Louis Ave.
Fulton, MO 65251
Phone (573) 592-7777

Fax (573) 592-7797

Breakfast - all day
Lunch 

&
Dinner



s
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24.  Handguns left from 
Shotgun Shell Handgun 

Raffle
Glock Model 27  40 Cal

Kel-Tec Model P32GN

Ruger LCP

25.  Moultrie Pro Hunter 30-gal.
Breakdown Hopper Tripod Feeder

Equipped with a digital timer, this tripod feeding system can be programmed 
to feed up to six times a day. There’s a convenient, easy-to-read LCD display. 
The metal spin plate throws feed in a 40-ft. circle and is fed by a funnel 
from above. The tripod kit comes complete with a 30-gal., 200-lb.-capacity, 
two-piece tapered poly hopper with lockable lid and tripod that’s easy to 
assemble, take down and transport. Assembly hardware included. Power 
is supplied by a 6-volt battery (not included). 

26.  Northern Namibia Hunt
100% Donation by Hawk-Eye Safaris a “Surf & Turf” 
package for 2 hunters for 3 free hunting days with an Oryx 
for each hunter.  The Oryx that each hunter shoots, will 
be mounted for free (if extra animals have been shot, they 
must be mounted with my taxidermist otherwise the Oryx 
that they have shot will not be mounted. For example they 
can’t mount the Oryx and dip & ship the other animals.)  
One free day for fishing either at the Atlantic Ocean or the 
Okavango River.  Trip to be taken in 2012, guided hunt, can 
be upgraded, field dressing and trophy preparation included, 
accommodations in bungalows included, at least 3 extra days 

have to be booked, extra hunters $350 per day, observer $150 per person.  Donated by Haek-Eye 
Safaris, Jacobus van der Merwe, Box 577 Tusmeb, Namibia    email: hawkeye@mweb.com.na; 
website: www.hawkeye-safaris.com



 27.  Eagle Print
“Royal” by artist Patricia Pepin.  This 
limited edition print (#450 of 750) shows a 
bald eagle with wings fully extended.  This 
dark, yet elegant creature sits proudly 
amidst a seemingly infinite amount of 
space.  It is signed by the artist and measures 
46” x 28”.  100% donation by Bill and Sue 
Ann Loesch.
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28.  Fiesta Gas Grill
The Optima Cooking System (heat distribution plate) increases heating efficiency, protects 
the burner and reduces flare-ups. Spread out a family feast across the 445 sq. in. of cooking 
area with room to spare. The chrome-coated warming rack bumps the 
total cooking surface up to 645 sq. in. Durable and easy to clean, the 
porcelain-coated cast-iron cooking grids provide excellent 
heat retention, quickly searing food to lock in the juices 
and flavor. Drippings are instantly vaporized as they fall on 
the Flav-R-Guard™, infusing food with barbecue flavor. The 
unique shape reduces flare-ups. Electronic ignition system ensures 
fast, reliable lighting. Condiment bin for convenient storage. Accurate 
thermometer for precise temperature regulation. Porcelain enamel 
cookbox. Black porcelain hood. Powder-coated control panel, cart and 
side shelves.
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29.  Burris High Country
Spotting Scope

Burris has always believed a sportsman shouldn’t have to 
spend a week’s pay for reliable optics. And the same 
idea holds true on the new High Country Spotter. The 
15-45x50mm and 20-60x60mm models have functional 
features like the protective rubberized coating and 
waterproof exterior as well sharp, fully multicoated 
lenses. The integrated lens cap on the sun shade keeps dust 
out and prevents you from losing it.  Donated by Bill Moore 
Concrete, Fulton, MO  Phone: (573) 642-0102

30.  Kimber Model 84M Rifle Cal .308
The Kimber Model 84M™ is the first ultra-lightweight production rifle that combines classic design, 
hand finishing and the advantages of a Mauser claw extractor for true controlled round feeding and 
extraction. Accuracy is ensured by the match grade barrel, chamber and trigger, along with pillar 
bedding on all models and glass bedding on rifles in big game calibers.

31.  Whitetail Hunt in Northern
Missouri

100% Donation!  Nathan Askew with Bullet Safaris is donating 
a 3 day unguided whitetail hunt in Northern Missouri in 
the Kirksville area. Pick your season, bow, gun, or muzzle 
loader. No lodging or meals provided. Contact Jim Lightsey 
at (314) 378-1996 or email: jimlightsey@hughes.net for more 
information.



32.  One SCI Life Membership
This is for 1 lifetime membership to

Safari Club International.

33.  Ameristep® Team Realtree®
17-1/2 ft. Kodiak Ladder Stand

Team Realtree put a lot of thought into this stand. They wanted to make sure the 
stand met the needs of even the most serious treestand hunter. First, it measures 
17-1/2 ft. to the flip-up shooting rail, giving you an edge against your game. A 
padded seat cushion features a backrest for comfortable support, making all-day 
sits no problem. Extra-large platform. Flip-up footrest gives you a comfortable 
place to kick up your feet. Stand is tested to TMA standards. Includes a full-body 
safety harness with Suspension Relief System (SRS). All-steel construction.

34.  STEALTH CAM STC-DVIR4
Sniper IR 5.0 Trail Camera

Stealth Cam recognizes that hunting season begins months before 
opening day arrives, so they field test under all weather conditions, 
every habitat scenario delivering you the most reliable scouting cameras 
on the market – including the industry’s first High Definition Scouting 
IDVR (Infrared Digital Video Recorder). With cutting edge design, 
patented technology and toll-free field support, Stealth Cam continues 
to raise the bar in the game scouting arena.

20
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36.  Trophy Buck Metal Wall Art
Re-created from works of well-known artists, this wall art piece is crafted 

from cold-rolled steel made in the USA. The original artwork is transformed 
into a computer image that is then used to program a laser that cuts 
out the steel image with amazing precision. The acid finishing process 
results in a distinctive look unique to each piece; no two are exactly 

alike. The completed piece has integrated steel hang tabs to facilitate 
hanging inside or outside of your home or cabin. Made in USA.

37.  Primos® Ground Max® The Eclipse™ Hunting 
Blind

Any hunter who seeks an easy-to-set-up, hub-style blind at an affordable price will put this blind at the 
top of his/her list. It offers a spacious 77”W x 67”H interior for you and all 
your hunting gear. The 600-denier polyester has a fade-free UV-coating 
and a water-resistant polyurethane coating to keep the interior dry under 
most weather conditions. Collapsible hub system allows the whole blind 
to be folded down and stored in the included backpack storage case. The 
Phantom Pro dark black coating provides a shadow-free blind interior. 
The 12 large view windows are covered with shoot-through mesh to give 
you multiple shot angles at game. One large roof opening. 

35.  Ruger LCP .380 Automatic
The LCP, which stands for Lightweight Compact Pistol, is a new 
type of auto pistol for Ruger. Sturm, Ruger, and Company was 
founded upon their excellent .22 Auto Pistol, and they have produced 
several other auto pistol designs since, but the new LCP is Ruger’s 
first true pocket auto. Chambered for the .380 ACP cartridge, it is 
squarely aimed at the concealed carry market. Having a lightweight 
glass-filled nylon frame and a steel slide, the baby Ruger weighs in 
at just 9.42 ounces empty on my scale. The LCP is a very lightweight 
little pocket pistol.



40.  Cabela’s Pivoting Shooting Bench
Rotate the seat and bench of this pivoting shooting platform a full 360° for an 
ultrastable shooting bench, despite rough terrain. Then lock the top in place with 
the swivel lock for steady, long-range shooting. The powder-coated steel frame 
provides corrosion-resistant endurance and has a weight rating of 300 lbs, while 
only weighing 43 lbs. for easy transport and setup. The 32” x 24-1/2” bench 
top is armored with Cordura® nylon and backed with rugged PVC for nonabrasive 
durability. The seat has 19” of adjustability up and down for custom seating. 
The foam-padded, 1”-thick seat cushion is 15”W x 10”D and covered with 
weather-resistant vinyl. 
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39.  Premium African dangerous and 
plains game safari hunt

70% donation for 14 days for 2 hunters to hunt the Limpopo Valley and 
Kalahari Region of South Africa.  Each hunter to shoot 1 of lioness, 
nyala, waterbuck, kudu, gemsbuck, blue wildebeest, red hartebeest, zebra.  Included are free airfares 
USA to South Africa (round trip economy) for 2 hunters, free all inclusive trophy fees for 2 lionesses 
(1 per hunter), $6,000 voucher towards daily rates ($3,000 per hunter).  Not included are daily rates of 
$450 per day for 7 days (plains game), $900 per day for 7 days (dangerous game) less $6,000 voucher, 
standard Xomaqua Safaris trophy fees for specified plains game, refer to www.xomaqua.co.za for 
details, road transportation ($400) per hunter, taxidermy and shipping of trophy’s.  Hunt can be 
upgraded to male lions, additional animals and hunt days or animals of similar value as per Xomaqua 
Safaris website.  Non hunting companions can be accommodated for $175 per day.  Can be taken during 
2011 or 2012.  Xomaqua Safaris is a leading African Outfitter with luxury 5 star accommodations and 
cuisine, top quality professional hunters, trackers, skinners, and camp staff.  Hunters will enjoy an 
African Safari of a lifetime that they will never forget.  Donation by Edward Barber at Xomaqua 
Safaris; www.xomaqua.co.za; +27 15 575 1055 

1225	Hwy.	54	South
Fulton,	MO	65251

(573) 642-0393
Fax: (573) 642-2369

Email:	adams_janie@hotmail.com

38.  Marlin XS7Y 243 Win
The XS7Y features include adjustable Pro-Fire 
trigger system, Soft-Tech recoil pad, fluted bolt for 
speed and smoothness, a pillar bedded black synthetic 
stock with raised cheek for accuracy and recessed 
“target style” muzzle crown. This is a Sports South 
Exclusive because of the one piece scope base and 
scope.



41.  Taurus Judge
The “Taurus Judge® “ is so named because of the number of 
judges who carry it into the courtroom for their protection. 
Capable of chambering both .410 2-1/2” shotshell and .45 
Colt Ammunition, this amazing combo gun is ideal for short 
distances - where most altercations occur, or longer distances with 
the .45 Colt ammo. We have finely tuned the rifling to spread the shot 
pattern at close quarters or to guide the .45 cal. bullet to the target. 
Fully customized with fixed rear sights, fiber optic front sights and 
Taurus Ribber Grips®, the “Taurus Judge” is one decision-maker 
that lays down the law.

42.  Caldwell™ Lead Sled DFT®
The Lead Sled DFT took the original ground-

breaking Lead Sled™ recoil reduction and 
improved it. Dual Frame Technology (DFT) 

and specially constructed front rest bag and foam-lined rear cradle 
solidly stabilize a rifle or shotgun to eliminate nearly all vibration 
and felt recoil. It adjusts 22” forward and back to fit most 

firearms. Rear elevation knob adjusts 2” to make target centering 
an easy one-handed operation. Baffled tray secures up to 100 lbs. of 
weight (four 25-lb. bags of lead shot) to tame the heaviest magnums. 
Nonskid rubber feet.
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43.  Dalsin Fire Ring with Base
Set this outdoor-themed portable fire stand on most 
surfaces, and you have a ready-to-use fire pit. It has a 
moose and pine tree decorative silhouette pattern, and the 
heavy-duty steel construction bolts together in minutes. 
The gray steel gradually changes into a rustic, oxidized 
finish. It is 27” in diameter with a bottom and three 7” 
legs. Weight: 42 pounds.
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140 Eagle Ridge Trail
Linn, MO 65051
(573) 897-3030

eagleridgeoutfitters@gmail.com

2614 Fairway Drive • Fulton, Missouri 65251
(573) 592-8212
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2050 BLUFF ST.
FULTON, MO 65251

(573) 592-0100

103 E. WALNUT
AUXVASSE, MO 65231

(573) 386-2233 

HWY. 54
KINGDOM CITY, MO 65262

(573) 642-6828 

michael t. basnett, d.d.s.
101 East 6th Street

Fulton, MO 65251
(573) 642-1210

FAMILY MEDICINE

850 W. Hospital Drive
Suite B
Fulton, Missouri 65251           (573)642-2795

MO-CON, INC OF FULTON
Ready-Mix Concrete

950 Gaylord Drive
P.O. Box 518

Fulton, MO 65251

“SERVING CALLAWAY COUNTY SINCE 1955”
 573-642-2241 Plant Dennis J. Adrian, President
	 573-642-2242	Office	 Vance	Long,	Dispatcher
	 1-800-492-2241	 Brenda	Hickman,	Office	Manager
 mocon1@sbcglobal.net
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Shane Adrian - AAMS - Financial Advisor

  Bus. 660-263-8888
  Fax 660-263-3996
 542 West Rollins TF. 800-287-6351
 Moberly, MO 65270 TF FAX 888-413-8069

shane.adrian@edwardjones.com
www.edwardjones.com

Edward Jones
Making Sense Of Investing
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1725 Paris Road
Columbia, MO 65201-5571
Bus 573 875 6696   Fax 573 875 6698
lisa@lisacravensinsurance.com

      The greatest compliment you can give is a referral.

 LARRY W. DOTSON email: wildlife@ktis.net
     TAXIDERMIST

Wildlife Creations
Taxidermy Studio

6633 MIRANDA LOOP
FULTON, MO 65251

 Bus: 573-642-6401 Fax: 573-642-6914

573-642-7105
7125 County Road 407

Fulton, MO 65251

& Restaurant
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BULLET SAFARIS, YOUR AMERICAN CONNECTION IN AFRICA!

NATHAN ASKEW
1030 North Ranney
Sikeston, MO  63801
USA:  573 587 1234
Africa:  +27 72 157 8362
EMAIL:  nathanaskew@yahoo.com

JIM LIGHTSEY
24799 Audrain Rd. 812
Mexico, MO 65265
USA:  314 378 1996
EMAIL:  jimlightsey@hughes.net

JOHN KEMP
P.O. Box 1413
Derdeport 0035
Pretoria, South Africa
Africa:  +27 82 448 6162
EMAIL:  kemp.johnlouis@yahoo.com

Specializing in Tanzania, South 
Africa, and Mozambiaque for Safaris 

and Big Game Hunting...


